
In enrichment and admiration, we spent time together 

We held our Stagiaire’s meeting from 17th to 22nd March under the leadership of Father Camille 

Konkobo, the Stage Coordinator of the Zambian Sector. 

We were twelve (12) of us, eleven (11) Stagiaires and the Stage Coordinator. 1st Year stagiaires: 

Basile Adama (Kasamba Parish), Eric Kambale Hasivirwe Wasingya (Lumimba Parish), Halen 

Kerketta (Chipata Community), Frederick Somda (Kitwe Parish), Philippe Dakono (Kabwata 

Parish), Victor Sanou (Kasama Parish), et 2nd Years: Elie Sango Nyembo (Nyamushakende 

Parish), Jean Baptiste Todjro (Saint Lawrence Parish), Jean Paul Basikaba Evi (Kasamba Parish), 

Jonas Michael Kwabena Mensah (Lumimba Parish) and Patrick Raphael Sebyera (Serenje). 

Some will say it is a team of football together with their coach. The meeting was at Fenza (Faith 

and encounter Center) where we enriched each other unknowingly as we shared our different 

experiences lived in our various parishes and communities where we work.  

On the first day of our meeting, we had the visit of Father Christopher Chileshe, the Provincial 

Superior of the Southern African Province who had just come from the General Meeting which 

was held in Cologne (Germany).  In his opening speech, he encouraged us to take seriously the 

vocation we have embraced through the discernment of the call of God in our life. Moreover, he 

ensured us of the aliveness of our Missionary Society and her continual commitment to Africa 

and to her people wherever they may be and this through the Charism of Our Founder Cardinal 

Lavigerie. As he finished making his speech, he then declared the meeting open. 

On the following day, we had recollection. It was preached by Father Serge Saint Arneault, the 

Provincial Secretary. After the recollection, we started the sharing of our experiences that we had 

lived in the different parishes where we work. 

The Stage being really a time of closeness to the people whose culture always brings us new 

features, we were eager to share our experiences openly, with trust. During the sharing of the 

different experiences, one could read on people’s faces the attitude of astonishment and 

admiration. Surely, the experiences had a lot of differences and interesting elements to the extent 

that applauds were following as a member finished sharing his experience. We were busy with 

sharing of experience, but we had time to relax. We had recreation and outing. These really 

helped us to relax as we were spending most of our time sitting and listening to the sharing of 

experiences. We went for the Cinema at Manda Hill Shopping Mall, where we had time to relax 

as we watched an interesting movie which was entitled ‘The Rise of an Empire’. Furthermore, 

we had an excursion to the Kariba Lake, one of the man-made Lakes in Africa which is located 

in the township of Siavonga. Moreover, the place constitutes the border between Zambia and 

Zimbabwe. We had time to feel the difference between the weather of the place and of the place 

where we work. Most of us found it hot. As it was becoming hotter for us who were not much 

used to it, most of us went to swim in the Lake. It was a wonderful time that we had.  



On that very day in the evening, we had an official closing of the meeting through a get together 

party with all the Missionaries of Africa communities within Lusaka and the Missionaries Sisters 

of Our Lady of Africa (MSOLA) community. We reached the center where we were staying, 

started preparing ourselves to welcome our visitors. Among our invitees was His Lordship, Mgr 

George Lungu, Bishop of Chipata Diocese. We had a good interaction among ourselves and 

enjoyed the food and the drink which were provided. Jokes, stories and other creativities were 

entertaining us. It was wonderful! 

After the different interactions and jokes, we had the vote of thanks which was given by the 

Stage Coordinator; then followed the closing speech by the Provincial Superior of the Southern 

African Province. In his speech, he expressed his gratitude to God for the gift of vocation of the 

different stagiaires. Furthermore, he thanked all invited guess who had come to rejoice with the 

us as we were finishing our meeting which was for us an opportunity to share our experiences 

lived at this particular moment of our formation. After his words of gratitude, there followed a 

few announcement especially of the different departures, time for general evaluation and other 

issue.  

The following day we had the evaluation of the whole program and then each one went back to 

his community of stage. 

All in all, our stagiaires’ meeting was enriching as we had different experiences and we shared 

them. During the sharing, most of us were in admiration of the one sharing. This was because the 

experiences were striking and were putting us in the attitude of awe.  Moreover, we enjoyed it as 

we had time for relaxation and this lead us not to feel the weight of the different activities though 

our program was somehow tight. 

Kambale Hasivirwe Wasingya Eric, Stagiaire in Lumimba Parish. 


